‘RG’ Group of companies’ is a famous Russian enterprise. It has worked in hydraulic field since 1994. At the present moment it is a dynamically developing economic structure including 4 companies.

Year of foundation – 2007
- Complex supply of components for hydraulic systems.
- Engineering and manufacture of sealing systems cylinders since 1994.
- Manufacture of HPH.
- Assembly of hydraulic directional valves

Year of foundation – 1989
- Engineering and manufacture of hydraulic cylinders. Manufacture of hydraulic cylinder components.

Year of foundation – 2008
- Manufacture and sale of municipal vehicles of the leading world manufacturers.

Year of foundation – 1994
- Repair of municipal and road-building vehicles, hydraulic units.
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‘RG’ Group of companies in 2000-2011 гг.

Production, storage and office facilities, m²

2011 г – 12 500 m²

Qualified staff

2011 г – 228
Complex supply of components for hydraulic systems
Complex supply of components for hydraulic systems

HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS

- Own-produced sealing systems for hydraulic cylinders (TM RGC)
- Sealing systems of the leading European manufacturers
- Repair kits for all types of special machines
- Non-standard seal manufacturing of any degree of complexity with SEAL JET technology
- High-pressure hoses, fittings, adaptors
- Industrial hoses
- Precision tubes and chrome-plated bars for hydraulic cylinder manufacture

www.rgc-trade.com
Hydraulic directional valves
- Hydraulic motors
- Hydraulic pumps
- Hydraulic valve equipment
- Hydraulic aggregates and hydraulic tanks
- Hydraulic cylinders
- Power take-off assemblies
- Filters and filtering elements
  and other components and spare parts

We supply hydraulic units to the leading special machinery producing plant of Russia and Byelorussia.
1996  First seals and guide rings produced.
1997  The first delivery of seals to the producing plant.
1998  Commencement of manufacture and sale of high-pressure hoses (HPH).
2000  Commencement of sales of tubes and bars.
2002  Active sales of spare parts and special machinery units.
2005  Technical re-equipment of manufacture effected; 100% of equipment for seals and guide rings production substituted. 
       Spare parts and units store opened.
2006  A set for seals limited edition manufacture “Economos” (Austria) was put into operation.
2007  Seal systems for hydraulic bars are manufactured under brand of RGC sealing systems.
       A considerable increase in RGC seals manufacture, a double increase in nomenclature and type and size range.
2009  The second set for seals limited edition manufacture NG-060 was put into operation. Now we are able to produce seals up to 600 mm diameter in a matter of minutes.
       Commencement of sales of square and rectangular hollow sections.
2010  The warehouse of components and production capacities of HPH assembling were considerably increased.
       Commencement of sales industrial hoses.
2011  HPH production volume reached 10 000 units per month.
       Start of industrial hoses heavy selling.
       Commencement of industrial warehouse complex construction (3 000 m²)
Advanced antifriction polymeric materials
Automatic molding machines for precision molding of polymeric seals
Quality and high production injection moulds that enable to get finished products without further processing
Tool house fully equipped for manufacture, maintenance and storage of press moulds
Engineering department providing with modernization of production range and manufacture process
Well-organized incoming and outgoing inspection
Manufacture of RGC seals
EXPRESS MANUFACTURE OF NON-STANDARD SEALS BY ‘SEAL JET’ TECHNOLOGY

- Manufacture of seals with 8-600 mm diameter of any degree of complexity within 1 hour
- Great choice of materials for application in different fields: food-manufacturing, chemical, oil and gas, machine and other industries.
- Up-to-date industrial complexes (NG-040, NG-060)
- Flexible software
- Opportunity of programming and adding to the database for manufacture of non-standard profiles

www.rgc-trade.com
- Modern equipped manufacture of HPH.
- Incoming and outgoing inspection. Complete quality control of caliber pressing.
- Complex supply of the Russian and CIS markets with components of the leading world producers.
- The biggest stock of components in Moscow region.
Components of YOU LI company/

Quick assembly and setup according to the technical requirements of special machinery manufacturing plants/

Equipment check before delivery to the customer/
GEOGRAPHY OF OUR SUPPLIERS

Austria
Germany
Holland
Spain
Italy
China
Korea
Portugal
USA
Taiwan
Turkey
Finland
France
Czech Republic
Sweden

www.rgc-trade.com
WAREHOUSE

- Organization of modern storage system with appliance of bar-code system.
- Organization of customized storage.
- Quick 24-hour picking of goods with maximum conformance to ordered nomenclature.
- 90% of goods are dispatched from stock.

WAREHOUSE OF SEALING ELEMENTS

- Storage area – 300 м²
- Over 15 000 items

WAREHOUSE OF HPH AND FITTINGS

- Storage area – 400 м²
- Over 8 000 items

WAREHOUSE OF TUBES AND BARS

- Storage area – 1 500 м²
- Stock reserve – 230 tons

WAREHOUSE OF HYDRAULIC UNITS

- Storage area – 400 м²
- Over 11 000 items
We guarantee easy and fast supply of the components to Russian, Byelorussian, Ukraine and Kazakh hydraulic market participants.
OUR ADVANTAGES

✓ Economic price.
We tend to lower sale prices owing to decrease of net cost. Keeping low prices and high quality of production at the same time are achieved by cost minimization and optimization of business processes (e.g. bulk production).

✓ High quality.
We supply goods of the leading world manufacturers that guarantee high quality. We pay great attention to quality inspection in our manufacture. QC department specialists check the items on each stage of production.

✓ Wide assortment.
We are oriented on maximum satisfaction of our clients’ needs. That is why we constantly widen our production program and RGC seals assortment.

✓ Various technical support.
‘RGC-Trade’ specialists will help a customer to choose and if necessary will design and produce the required assortment of seals.
OUR ADVANTAGES

✓ Prompt supplies.
Significant stock reserve of each item has been made. In 2009 the programme ‘Seals within walking distance’ aimed at foundation of widespread regional dealership network was implemented. Full assortment of our production is present in the warehouses of our dealers in big quantities.

✓ Customized approach.
We either wholesale or retail. Each of our clients is served by a personal manager. You can conveniently make an order on our web-site. We offer flexible discount system.

✓ Information support.
The catalogues representing almost complete range of serial-produced RGC sealing element, repair kits, HPH and hydraulic units are offered to support our customers. Big volume of useful is available on our web-site.
In 2011 ‘RGC-Trade’ company took part in 5 Russian and foreign exhibitions. The biggest ones are HANNOVER MESSE MDA (Hannover, Germany) and CTT (Moscow, Russia).

Our booth at HANNOVER MESSE MDA-2011

Our booth at CTT-2011
Arrangements for 2011-2012

- 3,000 m² enlargement of production and warehouse facilities
- Increase in sales in CIS countries
- Development of warehouse foundation programme on the basis of dealer system
- Continuous modernization of production and warehouse facilities
Hydraulic cylinders manufacture

We manufacture hydraulic cylinders:

- With a piston diameter of **800 mm**.
- Stroke of piston of **8000 mm**.
- Pressure up to **700 Bar**.

Our products are applied to

- metallurgy
- shipbuilding
- machine-tool construction
- defense industry
- road-construction machinery
- municipal vehicles
- aerodrome machinery etc.
1989 Commencement of specialized manufacture of hydraulic cylinders.

2000 There was developed the manufacture of a wide range of hydraulic units for excavators, loaders, refuse tippers, manipulators and other hydraulic-assisted machines produced in Russia for pressure up to 40 MPa.

2006 The manufacture was bought by ‘RG’ Group of companies.

2007 Started the production of limited series of special and exclusive hydraulic cylinders for technological equipment as well as hydraulic cylinders for pressure up to 70 MPa.

2008 There was begun re-equipment of manufacture with replacement of the equipment by modern CNC machine tool.

2009 Started manufacture of components for hydraulic cylinders on CNC machine tool.

2010 Increased fleet of CNC machines.

The company has been certified for ISO 9001-2008.

2011 Production and warehouse capacities were extended.

Continuous modernization of manufacture. Increase of hydraulic cylinders output.
In 2011 ‘Gidrosila’ company participated in the ‘OIL and GAS - 2011’ exhibition for the first time. It exhibited serial production for oil and gas industry.
Production and sales of municipal vehicles

- ZOELLER refuse collection vehicle (Germany)
- MARREL hook lift systems (France)
- MUT-STOCKERAU sewer cleaning and street sweeping (Austria) etc.
In 2011 ‘RG-Techno’ company participated in 4 Moscow and regional exhibitions. At ‘WasteTech-2011’ it exhibited the cutting-edge municipal vehicle of own manufacture.
Professional repair of specialized machinery and hydraulic units

- Per month - up to 350 hydraulic units.

www.rg-rem.ru
140004, 1-’B’ bld., 1 Pankovsky proesd, 140004, Lyubertsy, Moscow region, Russia
Tel./fax: +7 495 225 61 00, E-mail: info@rg-gr.ru